Hiroshi Sugimoto Signed Peter Hay Kerry
re-present to reconnect: a study of natural phenomena - hiroshi sugimoto, whose photographic
seascapes express his attention to nuance and detail; bill viola, whose use of innovative contemporary video
explores thresholds of experience; james turrell, who draws attention to natural phenomena with the frame
and mark rothko, whose painted the photograph collector - women in photography international volume xxxvi, no. 9 september 2015 the photograph collector n e w s l e t t e r information, opinion, and
advice for collectors, curators, and dealers fall 2015 - damiani editore - seascapes hiroshi sugimoto water
and air. these primordial substances, which make possible all life on earth, are the subject of hiroshi
sugimoto’s seascapes series. 2002 fall catalogue - photo-eye - the slipcased edition is signed and
numbered to 100. the deluxe edi- the deluxe edi- tion of 50 copies comes in a clamshell box with an original
print, also signed and numbered by the artist. small is beautiful - parkett - hiroshi sugimoto rirkrit tiravanija
keith tyson danh vo rebecca warren rachel whiteread is beautiful small – works made by artists for parkett
(1984-2017 / vol. 1-100/101) “… the most important artists of our time have created works for parkett that
represent the essence of their art or reveal an unexpected dimension.” iwona blazwick, director, the
whitechapel art gallery, london ... 2019 print auction - hcponline - live auction hiroshi sugimoto was born in
japan in 1948. a photographer since the 1970s, his work deals with history and temporal existence by
investigating themes of multipart works - parkett - hiroshi sugimoto james turrell multipart works made by
artists for parkett (1984-2017 / vol. 1-101) “if asked to choose a favorite among parkett’s artist editions over
the past 33 years, my definitive answer would be 'all of them.' the individual editions are wonderful, but
collectively they form an extraordinary research collection that charts a vast array of changes that have swept
... art and vinyl — artist covers and records komposition rené ... - ausstellungsinformation art and vinyl
— artist covers and records komposition rené pulfer kuratoren: søren grammel, philipp selzer 17. november
2018 – 03. paintings, sculptures and prints auction preview - graphy section including works by hiroshi
sugimoto, nobuyoshi araki, per bak jensen, bert stern and ray schatt. among the many international highlights
at this preview, the monumental painting “the night guard” by the norwegian artist odd nerdrum and also the
chinese artist chu teh-chun’s compo-sition from 1959 should be emphasized. as usual, the preview also offers
the possibility of ... the whoseday book: the archive - national library of ireland - youth was spent …’, 9
lines, signed. single sheet of hospice foundation notepaper with ms. in black ink, beginning ‘my single ts. sheet
with biographical note on peter harbison, 9 lines. the solomon r. guggenheim foundation - the mission of
the solomon r. guggenheim foundation is to promote the understanding and appreciation of art, architecture,
and other manifestations of visual culture, primarily of the modern and contemporary periods, and to collect,
conserve, and study the art of our time. the journal of london independent 2002/3 £2.50 photography hiroshi sugimoto: the architecture of time 11 michael calvert qtip: coloured tongs 11 quentin ball new york
reflections 12 lucy o’meara three chapters 14 michael calvert boris mikhailov 16 matthew rake views of
untitled 19 peter jennings and ken huscroft the photograph as an aide-memoire 20 richard sadler photo events
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